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About This Game

Summary:

If you thought there has to be a story behind every game.Sorry to disappoint you. What this game offers is raw game
play.Completing each level should make you feel achieved.By the time you finish this gave you would have attained a
few virtues such as Patience.Best of luck. You would need it.

Game Play:

Guide the ball left or right and jump to make progress. You might have to interact with the world as well.
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iQuantile
Publisher:
iQuantile
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Pentium G4560 3.5 GHz Dual-Core

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space
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a rollback story

Good game. Funny.
You can earn achievements.. (Most of the critisism here is about the expansion campaigns-- although I found the original
campaign frustrating at times, it was in a more pleasant way!)

I love pretty much every game Zachtronics has released, and while I find this game mostly enjoyable, the amount of artificial
difficulty introduced is maddening. The AI isn't particularly intelligent. The computer will frequently, for example, equip a
weapon to an ironclad that is 3 empty spaces away from making it to your side, which is a waste of AP. If you pop an ironclad
with a melee weapon right in front of an AI ironclad two spaces from your side equipped with a 2+ range weapon, they wont
swap that weapon out to kill your ironclad and make it to your side-- it'll just sit there and die. To make up for the lackluster AI,
however, the player is handicapped in a number of ways, making the game feel exceedingly frustrating at times.

The player receives a base 1.0AP per turn, while the computer gets 1.5AP. Then add on the fact that many of the AP-boosting
objectives tend to be on the enemy's side, and the enemy often has units on the field to claim or defend them before turn 1.

This provides the illusion that the enemy's deck is an endless bag of cards where they can just pull out any card they desire at
any point. The computer rarely needs to play defensively because they can just spam units to put YOU on defense. Maybe 10%
of the time am I able to sneak a raider by the AI when there is an ironclad in play that they can maneuver into his path. Manage
to an armored ironclad out to scrap with one weilding a 1 damage weapon? you've got about a 75% chance that they have some
way to boost the damage to ignore the armor(depending on enemy factions). You can see how many cards the enemy has in
hand, so I don't think the computer actively cheats in this regard-- it's just because of the massive AP boost that the AI gets--
cards don't need to go to waste.

TL;DR- Playing checkers with a skilled player is fun, even if they beat you. Playing checkers with an incompetent player whos
friends pop in to give them extra game pieces whenever they lose some is frustrating.. This was a journey, alright.

I played for an hour, and man, it was funny in the best way possible. The main menu's text has the same color as the rest of the
starting screen, so you really can't see what you're clicking on. The weapons have the same reload animation, for every weapon.
The main menu lags. The actual game uses stolen \/ default objects, everything is stock. The combat is as laughable as the
writing. Speaking of writing, the popup text at the start is re-writable, and the dialogue was written by a 10 year old.

I'm really glad nobody will ever spend real money on this game.

9\/11 would z.i.o.n. again!!!11!!!!1!!!!!11!. Really nice gameplay, sharing the board with the opponent make things funny. Great
game to play with friends, lots of laughs and very good times.

The settings are easy to change to make it easier/harder for the imposter depending on what needs to be done.

Possible improvements for the Devs:
Be able to change number of imposters in the lobby.
New maps with new tasks.
Pseudo RNG would be better for imposter selection, so people don't miss being the imposter for tens of rounds.
Settings to disallow people seeing tasks get complete.. It is a very beautiful game that shows things that were not in the anime,
but also some dialogues from the anime. As soon as I started the game I had already started crying that I reviewed Asako :)

It's a bit sad that you can not take the entire Grisaia collection at once, because all the 11 games in total are almost 200 euros,
but they are worth more than just 200 euros for me.. The game was fun.. Imagination had its part in making this enjoyable..
after a bit it became a complete grind that became extremely boring and it got to the point where I wasn't even paying attention
to stats or anything I was just going through the motions.. I won just about everything I could with 5 active fighters having 2 of
them be the maing bread winners.. I can say for 5 dollars though I got over 20 hours of gameplay on a text based game and
could hardly achieve that on some of these other titles having literally 1,000 times the ammount of content via graphics, items,
dialogue and so on. I will give this game a thumbs up because of that.
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Shatter plays like the Atari classic Breakout, on steroids. The game is beautiful, the soundtrack is great. But it's hard to get
excited about the gameplay.

This, coming from someone who logged hundreds of hours in Breakout on his Atari 2600. But in 1978, that's what passed for
entertainment, you know?

I am giving this game a thumbs-up because it is excellent at what it is. Also, it's frequently in bundles and on sale. If you like
Breakout/Arkanoid-style games, Shatter is definitely worth a go.

Tip: For this game, put your controller down, and play with the mouse.. This game was on my wishlist for a long time. I finally
got on sale it and to be honest I was pretty disappointed with it. Yes, the game had its moments and some minor original ideas,
but I didn't exactly enjoy the puzzles and the maze-like path. In fact, I rarely enjoy puzzles in horror games. Often times they,
the puzzles, can make the horror feel dull. They often kill it, IMO.

I mean who would go around the underground base randomly paint walls with numbers and such to make you unlock a safe that
contains a key? Or who goes around placing torn paper pieces of some code inside lockers and on walls for you to open the
metal door?? See what I mean it's totally unrealistic and borderline silly.

They could have perfectly just put the key somewhere to be found, or the metal door code scribbled down in some maintenance
worker's notebook or perhaps in some doctor's diary, and even that would be pretty unrealistic, to be honest.

Also, I was bothered much by the fact that you get an awesome flashlight that at some point in the game just disappears without
explanation and gets replaced by an ugly black and white, but more white than black night shot camera mode which sucks and
kills the atmosphere that otherwise is pretty good and chilling.

Still, I was expecting a totally different game. At times it was scary but also tedious and towards the end, it felt much like a mess
to me. In the end, it didn't bring much new to the table and just I couldn't wait to finish it and move on. Sadly, I cannot exactly
recommend this game.. Amplitude : A Visual Novel is one of few story-driven game I can enjoy so far. Amazing storyline,
unusual plot, a lot of combination for ending and good hidden achievements as well. The game really suit for busy people that
want exposure of playing a game during their free time without focusing on gameplay. Also bonus for FQ player to see the
resolves of the prequels true ending make it a good puzzle for their fans.

One weakness that I feel personally is the story has many explorable characters but lack of development for those characters,
even for multiroute visual novel. Despite of short amount of time player has to solve the story "Puzzle", the climax supposed to
explored the other characters deeper, at least compared to the prequel.

Overall I would recommend anyone with interest in light Fantasy/Sci-fi/Mystery themed game lovers. 7.9/10. Keep up the good
work, Ceylon Entertainment!! ^^. This is by far my most favorite Dash game! I really put some time into this game making
sure that I accomplish all the goals efficiently. Like all Dash games, they have a simple formula but this one in particular shines
the most as there is even a silly story to give you that extra motivation to play. Great for all ages!. A fun little adventure, and
especially since it was free I have nothing to complain about. The gameplay is okay but I can't recommend the game because it's
way too short. You can easily beat it in 30 minutes.. JUJU is a great game for when you wanna take a break from a stressful
game. The game consists of multiple worlds and levels in each world. Not too difficult to figure out where to go, but getting
from point A to point B might be a little challenge. I give it a 10\/10. Great story, gameplay, graphics, and sounds.
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